
                                                                                                                                                        November 11th-15th 
 Mr. Ed’s Awesome News! 

This Week 

We had an unbelievable week learning all about the letter “U”.  This week we read Umbrellabird’s 

Umbrella.  Throughout the story we practiced saying the words that started with both the short and 

long “U” sounds.  On Friday, we sorted our “U” pictures into long and short sounds! 

This week we read the story Stone Soup.  In the story the characters make soup from a stone.  By 

first adding a stone to boiling water, the characters realized the soup would taste much better with 

different vegetables and meats in the soup.  By the end of the story, all the characters had shared 

some of their vegetables and made a delicious soup to share with everyone! 

This week in Social Skills, Miss Fran brought us many vegetables from her garden.  We set up our 

own garden in the classroom where everyone had the chance to select a vegetable to add to our soup.  

We mixed all the vegetables together with our stone and created our very own stone soup.  After 

the soup cooked, we sat down and shared our soup with everyone like the characters did in our book. 

This week we began learning about Native American’s.  We learned that over 400 years ago, 

Wampanoag children had many jobs in their village.  We discovered that life was not easy for the 

villagers.  They had to scare away birds, build their own boots, hunt and gather their own food.  We 

enjoyed exploring in our Native American center pretending what it would be like to live 400 years 

ago without grocery stores, Ipads, cars, and modern-day technology. 
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